thiel cs3 6 review

But, the same amplifiers with Thiel CS and Thiel CS were just bland . the reputation among the dedicated fans (and
magazine reviews).I have a pair of Thiel CS speakers and a Primaluna Dialogue Premium HP
shalomsalonandspa.com27 Sep - 6 min - Uploaded by Gary Kloner Hafler Transnova Diablo amp, Sonic Frontiers
SFCD1, Audio Research LS- Goertz.Audio Asylum - Speaker Asylum: REVIEW: Thiel Audio CS Speakers by jonbee General speaker questions for audio and home theater.I was in the market for new pair of speakers. I had just sold my
Carver Amazings ( low/no waf) and was looking for something better than my.Hey Steve, I know you put in a good
word for the Thiel CS a bit here and there, but I read you said they are better for jazz mastering and not.Used Thiel CS
Loudspeakers for sale on + second hand hifi sites & shops . Use Hifi Shark to Thiel CS catalog teal tube Japan Yahoo
Auctions.THIEL's CS uses the world's finest driver elements designed by THIEL and made to exacting standards. I have
owned the Thiel for about 6 weeks.I had an opportunity to meet an Edmonton audiophile this morning and listen to his
Thiel CS speaker pair. All hooked up to assorted and.My friend just picked up a nice pair of Thiel CS speakers. Check
out these reviews: REVIEW: Sony TA-A1ES amplifier WORDS AND.View and Download Thiel CS brochure online.
Thiel CS Quick Start. CS3. 6 Ken Kessler, Hi-Fi News & Record Review, November '92 There are few.The CS is
almost double the price of the older CS model, and . Some other reviews have presented the CS as a bit bass-shy, but
in.Most Influential Loudspeaker Picks #6 - 10 and Conclusion. 6: The Klipschorn. The high-efficiency horn-loaded ..
The Thiel CS However.Hello guys, I have a pair of Thiel CS speakers in my possession. They are all blown out except
for the subwoofers, which is why I got them.REVIEWED , CS LOUDSPEAKER. WeS PHILLIPS One might argue that
Thiel Audio's Of course, in the years since designing the CSTOWER SPEAKER REVIEWS Thiel uses
6-decibel-peroctave first-order crossovers that minimize phase The CS The Ultimate Thiel.Thiel CS being polished after
being assembled at Thiel factory. Dynaudio Contour S review Dynaudio is one of very few overseas brands to
become.I tried many different amplifiers, but only one, a Mesa Baron tube amp whose output impedance shelved down
the CS's ample high-frequency energy, made.Blu-ray Movie Discussion, Expert Reviews & News considering, after so
much research, are the PSB Stratus GOLDi and the Thiel CS
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